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CR Signs

IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY
HOW TO USE AND CARE FOR YOUR
NEW MAGNETIC VEHICLE SIGNS
PREPARATION FOR INSTALLATION
The vehicle surface and the brown magnetic side of the sign should be clean, dry and waxed prior to applying.

INSTALLATION
Make contact of one edge of the sign to the vehicle surface in desired location and then let the adjacent part of the sign contact the vehicle
surface until the entire sign is held magnetically to the vehicle. If sign is not in desired position, remove sign and repeat above. (Do not try
to straighten sign by pulling when it is held magnetically to the vehicle. It may stretch the material, especially when hot.)
Avoid placing your sign over chrome trim or surface protrusions of any kind.
The temperature of the sign should be at least 60 degrees F during installation. (The temperature of the vehicle surface does not matter.)

CAUTION
Magnetic vehicle signs will NOT adhere to areas on your car where plastic body fillers have been used. Use caution in applying vehicle
signs to areas of your car that have been damaged and repaired in order to avoid losing your signs. Make sure the entire magnet is against
the metal surface (no air pockets).

CLEANING
Clean your sign with plain water or warm water and a mild detergent and a soft cloth.

WARNING
Trapped moisture, dirt or chemicals may harm your vehicle's finish. To protect the new, clear coat/base coat and vinyl surfaces present on
some new vehicles, it is recommended the signs be removed daily and both the signs and vehicle be cleaned and dried. Pay close attention,
especially for the first 90 days of use for any changes in your vehicle finish. A generous waxing of both the surface where the signs will be
placed and the back of the sign itself will help prevent damage.

STORAGE
To avoid cracking or breaking, do not fold or crease. Storing your magnetic sign flat is recommended. If stored in roll form, roll must be a
minimum of 3" in diameter and lettering on outside of roll to prevent wrinkles.
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